[Light adaptation of cones in rabbits and guinea pigs.].
During light adaptation of the retina, cone electroretinograms (ERGs) can be obtained. It is known that during light adaptation considerable changes occur in the cone ERGs of man, monkeys and mice. All these species have vascular retinae. In the present study we examined whether the same applies to mammalian species with a limited retinal vasculature (rabbits) or avascular retinae (guinea pigs), and which both have two types of cones but scotopic ERGs with completely different morphology. ERGs were recorded from anaesthetized rabbits and guinea pigs with corneal electrodes made from steal wire. Copper wire placed in the mouth of the animal served as reference electrode, and a subcutaneous needle as ground. Recordings were amplified 1000-fold, with bandwidth settings at 1-1000 Hz, and fed into a computer via an A/D converter. Corneas were anaesthetized with a topical application of proparacaine, and pupils dilated with topical application of tropicamide. ERGs were elicited with brief (10 msec) light flashes, and the retina light adapted with a steady white background light. The scotopic b-wave is more than twice the amplitude of the a-wave in rabbits, while the scotopic b-wave in guinea pigs is only slightly larger than the a-wave. The b-wave of the cone ERG is twice the amplitude of the cone a-wave in both species. Once a background light has been turned on, the amplitude increases in both species and the process of light adaptation reaches a peak about 10 minutes thereafter. The b-wave implicit time is shortened by light adaptation in rabbits, but not in guinea pigs. Oscillatory potentials are present in guinea pig ERGs when recorded in dark but not when recorded in light. Mammals that have avascular retinae and which are without long-wavelength cones show evidence of light adaptation of the cone ERG. In guinea pigs the cone ERG increases in amplitude during light adaptation without concomitant shortening of the implicit time. These changes occur at similar rate in rabbits and guinea pigs. The oscillatory potentials in rabbits increase in amplitude but not in guinea pigs. These results suggest that different mechanisms determine the light adaptation of the cone ERG in guinea pigs than in rabbits.